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   Egloshayle Park FC 0

 Down Under And Out 3

Possession: 51 - 49 (43-57) 
Chances: 2 - 6 (2-6) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Gareth Bale  Olívio Bonilha 
 
Egloshayle Park were outclassed at 
home by a Down Under And Out side 
in the mood for no mercy at Egloshayle 
Road.

The home side greatly under-estimated 
their title rivals and looked second best 
in every area. The visitors went ahead as 
early as the 4th minute when Geoffrey 
Boardman crossed for Daniel Kibble 
to head in the opener. Ben WIndsot 
followed up his previous weeks hat-trick 
with a direct freekick on the half hour 
mark to make it 2-0 and just four minute 
later and the match was inevitably over 
when Windsor turned provider, this time 
crossing for Joaquin Rubiales to make it 
3-0 at half-time.

Park got more into the game in the 
second half but neither side could 
create a single chance even after Niall 

More Premiership News Inside . . .

Joaquin Rubiales is congratulated by his DUAO 
team mates after netting his sides 3rd.

season

Its still no stopping Westcountry Wanderers at the 
top of the Premiership - they made it four out of 
four. Meanwhile Destroyers, Essex, Temple Town 
and Super Blues all await their first league win.
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Willoughby received a straight red on the 
hour and Walcott got his second yellow 
four minutes from time.

Bracing Himself

Park boss is said to be bracing 
himself from the ‘Press-release’ 
from hell after his side went down 

3-0 at home to DUAO.

“But thats not half as much as my players 
will be getting after this unexplainable 
performance” said Mitchell.

Park Destroyed by DUAO

Park came out onto the field 
looking like they didn’t want to 
play. DUAO’s Ben Windsor, who 

was closely marked throughout the game, 
still managed to score one and assist 
another as DUAO went into an early 3 
goal lead against a full strength but 
clearly inferior Park side. When DUAO’s 
young midfielder, Niall Willoughby, was 
sent off on 59 minutes, you would have 
been forgiven for thinking a comeback 
was on the cards. However Park 
continued to shy away from the ball as 
they failed to add anything to their 2 first 
half chances. Park fans were ripping up 
their season tickets and leaving the 
match in droves after Alan Shearer 66 
minute mock dive and feigned injury, 
destroyed any last remnants of hope of a 
Park comeback.

Wookie was on hand after the game for 
his thoughts:

“I don’t know where to start...I’d like 
to talk about how good we played 
as a team, but we were just made to 
look exceptional by the ineptly inferior 
opposition and I’m sure we won’t have it 
this easy again all 
season.
 
We outplayed Park 
with 10 men for 30 
minutes and they 
couldn’t match our 
possession or score a single goal! DUAO 
outplayed Park in every part of the field. It 
must have been incredibly embarrassing 

for them; it felt like we were playing a 
Sunday league side not a premiership 
contender. But you can’t blame the Park 
players for not performing when their 
coach is miss-instructing them from the 
side lines. 

Park and the Machine continue to refer 
to the All Time Standings Table, but 
this table is just meaningless in today’s 
modern game and refers back to days 
long gone by. They’ve had their glory 
and now it’s time for them to retire quietly 
to the lower division while they still 
have a modicum of dignity intact. We’d 
welcome any approaches from Park and 
Machine players who would like to play 
competitive football this season. We can’t 
promise them first team positions but we 
may be able to give them a good run out 
in the cup.

Graxas For The 
Perfect Start

 Temple Town 1

 Westcountry Wanderers 2

Possession: 52 - 48 (59-41) 
Chances: 3 - 3 (1-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Hank Whitbread  Cliff Hedger 
 
For the second week running leaders 
Westcountry Wanderers left it late to 
snatch a winner and maintain their 
perfect start to season six in the 
Premiership.

There was nothing to choose between 
the sides in the first half with both 
sides practically enjoying 50-50 of the 

possession and 
each creating a 
solitary chance that 
neither side could 
convert making it 
0-0 at the half-way 
stage.

Thirty minutes into the second half and 
Temple Town, without a win so far this 

season, threatened to 
turn the league table 
upside down when 
Franklin Leaver created 
a striking chance for Timothy Pilling to fire 
Town into a 1-0 lead. The lead, however, 
only lasted for three minutes. Adrien 
Morell set up Cliff hedger for his long 
range effort to make it 1-1. The league 
leaders maintained their 100% start to 
the season when Hedger turned provider, 
this time setting up Ivanildo Graxas to 
make it 2-1 with 10 minutes remaining. A 
lead they held onto to make it 4 out of 4 
at the top.

Champions March 
On At Emerald Isle

   Irish Raiders 3

 Red Machine 0

Possession: 57 - 43 (61-39) 
Chances: 8 - 2 (5-0) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Marshall Bushell  Sergio Di Cintio 
 
The current League Supreme champions 
underlined their championship credentials 
once more by disposing of a Red 
Machine side in danger of being written 
out of the title race so early in the season.

Machine have only won 1 and lost 3 
so far and need to turn things around 
immediately if they are going to have any 
impact on where the league title will go in 
season six. The home side, and current 
champions Raiders bossed the match 
and were 1-0 on the half hour mark 
when Marshall Bushell put William Kirkby 
through for the opener. Raiders continued 
their pressure and were deservedly 2-0 
on half-time when Simon Francis’ corner 
was headed in by Bushell to make it 2-0 
at half time.

Red Machine came back a little in the 
second half but Raiders continued to 
create the better chances. Any hopes 
of any come back were quashed on the 
hour when a second Francis’ corner fell 

Premiership Round-Up

“We outplayed Park 
with 10 men for 30 

minutes”
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to Bushell once more for the midfielder 
to grab his second and Raiders 3rd to 
put Raiders up into third in the table and 
leave Machine with a real up hill struggle 
in season six.

3 Is The Magic Number

In a week that saw Red Machine 
manager Couchy, first curse and 
then savour the number 3. They 

visited current champions Irish Raiders 
on Thursday, hoping to get their league 
form back on track.

“I hold my hands up and applaud the Irish 
Raiders, they totally played us off the 
park. I believe we were fortunate after 
ninety minutes to come away with only 
conceding three. I don’t hold my players 
responsible, they definitely put in a shift, 
as proven by the Teamwork Value stats, 
they certainly never gave up which was 
encouraging to see.”

“With Irish Raiders now only three points 
off top position, I believe they will be 
strong contenders to retain their title at 

the end of the season, and become only 
the second team (after myself) to win the 
League Supreme for a second time.”

All Square Again 
For Destroyers At 
Rainham

 Essex Wanderers 2

 The Dark Destroyers 2

Possession: 57 - 43 (53-47) 
Chances: 2 - 5 (1-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Jasper Tete  
Vinnie Jones 
 
Essex Wanderers 
twice came from 
behind at Rainham 
Marshes to grab 
a point at home to 
draw specialists Dark Destroyers.

The visitors started 
strongly and grabbed 
a 12th minute lead 
when Anne Robinsons corner created 
an opening for Vinne Jones to give 
Destroyers the lead. In a tight first half 
the home side had to wait until the stroke 
of half-time to create a chance, a chance 
they scored from when Jasper Tete 
created an opportunity for Alfie Horridge 
to grab a valuable equaliser.

Essex increased their pressure in the 
second half but it was the visitors who 
created more chances and went 2-1 
up when Sean Gibbens crossed for 
Sid Vicious to head home. The lead, 
however, only lasted 4 minutes. Alfie 

Horridge precise 
through ball found 
Jasper Tete with the 
keeper to beat and 
he made no mistake 
to end the match 
2-2.

Premiership Round-Up

“I hold my hands up 
and applaud the Irish 
Raiders, they played 

us off the park”

The FIFTY Hottest WAGS of 2008

Its a new season so we have the luxury of starting the hottest WAGS from 
number 50, just how far we get until we are bored who knows !!??

47. Joanna Taylor

A former Hollyoaks 
star, Joanna also 
used to write a 
weekly column for 
The Times about 
being a footballer’s 
wife, a perspective 
she gained as 
the other half of 
Fulham’s much-
travelled Danny 
Murphy.

No.47
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 The Perry Men 5

 Super Blues 1

Possession: 62 - 38 (52-48) 
Chances: 7 - 4 (4-3) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Valeriano Cornacchini  Martin Reuser 
 
McFletch and the Perry Men heaped 
more misery on Super Blues and 
manager Darren Rice with an 
unsympathetic 5-1 thumping at White Hot 
Lane.

Valeriano Cornacchini put the home side 
on their way after just 3 minutes following 
good work from Narciso Campelo. The 
Blues, however did strike back when 
Rising Deck bound Arnold Muhren was 
upended in the box for Pablo Counago 
to convert the resulting penalty to make 
it 1-1. Just ten 
minutes before the 
break Perry Men 
restored their lead 
with Cornacchinis 
freekick finding Rio 
Daltrey unmarked 

to make it 2-1, grabbing the first, of his 
eventual hat-trick.

Just ten minutes into the second half 
and Daltrey, created a little daylight 
between the two sides when he netted 
from the spot after Tabbart was ajudged 
to have handled in the Blues box. Daltrey 
completed his hat-trick on the hour when 
Anton Hincu crossed from the left for 
Daltrey to head home to make it 4-1. 
Cornacchini grabbed his second and 
Perry Mens 5th in the 63rd minute when 
his direct freekick flew past Constantiniu 
and a Blues side desperate for a turn 
around in fortunes.

Rio’s Carnival

The Perry Men piled the pressure 
on the Super Blues players in a 
bruising encounter that saw 

McFletch’s side run off 5-1 winners. 
Hat-trick hero Rio Daltrey was only too 
pleased to speak to Xpert Eleven 
reporters after the game, ‘To be honest 
they came at us and played like a team 
who knew their playing careers were in 
the balance. A lousy decision by the ref 
went against them and that seemed to 
leave them deflated. From therein it was 
easy for us to kill off the game’. This will 
be just the result McFletch was looking 
for prior to the long journey to play DUAO 
in the cup.

Who’s the wanker in the black!!

Yet again, TB was left mistified by 
the result against the Perry Men. 5  
v 1 was the final score but it was a 

wrong decision by teh ref at 2 v 1 
disalllowing Counago’s second goal and 
equaliser that turned the game. With all 
players on teh transfer list they 
proceeded to collapse after teh decision 
allowing Perry to fire yet more misery into 
the Blues.

One signing has 
been made already 
and with Yorke 
being sold, more 
additions could be 
confirmed early 
next week with 

Division One Round-Up

Narciso Campelo 
disposesses Arnold 

Muhren in a photo 
exactly the same as 

last weeks but in a 
different match

Rio’s Trio 
gives Rice 
the Blues

“They played like a 
team whose playing 
careers were in the 

balance”

Division One Round-Up
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further departures not ruled out. It is 
understood Deck have agreed a fee for 
midfielder Muhren with personal terms 
being agreed over the weekend.

The decision to allow Muhren to leave 
has been questioned by some blues fans 
but TB has said he needs to strengthen 
the squad and whilst Muhren has been a 
great player for the team a hard decision 
has to be made to raise funds.

With Temple also in bad form, the cup 
game is likley to be one not to watch.

Deck Leapfrog Hell 
Hounds To Top Spot

 The Rising Deck 3

 Hell Hounds  0

Possession: 57 - 43 (64-36) 
Chances: 9 - 3 (4-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Robert Houdin  Patrick Koob 
  
The Deck rose to the top of Division 
One with this 3-0 home demolition of 
previously unbeaten Hell Hounds at The 
Orpheum.

The Deck were ahead in the 32nd minute 
in a first half dominated by the former 
Premiership outfit. Andrew Mayne put 
David Blaine through to make it 1-0 at 
half time.

The Rising Deck continued the second 
half in the same vein and made it 2-0 
on the hour. William Davenports corner 
found Godfrey Smithies on the edge of 
the box to fire home number two. The 
match was all over after 76 minutes when 
Smithies crossed for Blaine to grab his 
second and his sides third to put Deck 
top of the pile after week 4.

Timisescu Grabs 
Late Point For 
Wazzy

 FC Wazzy 2

 Mangatainoka FC 2

Possession: 59 - 41 (58-42) 
Chances: 3 - 5 (1-4) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Benedict Bayley  Dave Grohl 
 
A goal at the death from Timisescu 
rescued a point for FC Wazzy after Paul 
Warrens side twice came from behind 
against Mangatainoka at the Back 
Garden.

Wazzy enjoyed the majority of the first 
half possession but it was the visitors 
who created the better chances
and were rewarded when Mikey 
Maxfield put Geert Alkema through to 
give Mangatainoka a 1-0 lead after 34 
minutes. Wazzy grabbed an all important 
equaliser right on half time after good 
work from Benedict Bayley allowed 
Filimon Timisescu to fire a long range 
effort past Simms to 
make it 1-1 at half 
time.

The home side 
improved a little in 
the second half but 
found themselves 
behind once more when Bayley handled 
in his own area and Terrance Shutt 
converted the resulting penalty to make it 
2-1 to Mangatainoka. Just when it looked 
as though Jared side would grab all three 
points, up came Timisescu to make it 
2-2 in the 89th minute and grab a point a 
piece for both sides.

Mangatainoka A grabs a draw 
on the road

Mangi manager Aotearoa was 
over the moon with today’s result. 
First of all, we managed to get a 

draw on the road & second of all it was 
with our ‘A’ team. It all started off well with 
a 34th min opener, but the lead was short 
with Wazzzzzy pulling one back 10 mins 
later. The biggest call of the day came in 
on the 64th minute when ref gave a pretty 
blatant penalty which Terrance Shutt duly 
converted. We were left devastated with 
a 89th minute equaliser & who would 
have known if our first team keeper 
wasn’t warming the bench. On that note 
we rested 7 first team regulars in 
preparation for Sundays first round of the 
cup. Only time will tell if this tactic will pay 
off or not.

Play To The Final Whistle

“We were taken a little by surprise 
when Wangatunga umbumgo 
umbumgo drink it in the jungle 

visited the Back Garden this week. They 
were very quick out of the blocks and 
deserved their lead. However, my boys 
know the importance of playing to the 
whistle and more importantly, to the full 
45 minutes of each half. 
We were out played on the day, but 

equalising goals 
on the stroke of 
both half-time AND 
full-time could prove 
to be vital as the 
season progrsses.

Next for us is a visit 
to the tranquil setting of DOOM to play 
the chieften’s ever-so-sweet bunch of 
jolly lads in the cup. I’m sure me and my 
team will be made very welcome upon 
our arrival. Maybe a welcome cup of tea 
and a fairy cake or two!!!

Division One Round-Up

“We were left 
devestated by 

an 89th minutes 
equaliser”
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Thom Yorke has ben sold so 
TB will decide on any further 
transfers after the weekend. It 
could be do or die for a few 

players.

Temple Town

Following the poor start to the 
season by TT, the manager is 
now looking for a major 
change in form. They need 

some serious changes in attack, as 
currently barn doors are too small. 
That reminds me how are the green 
army? Thanks for the six points this 
season, helps us up the league.

Dialogue to bring 
Dampness

Rising Deck Player/Manager/
Sexual Advisor/Agony Uncle 
Ian ‘Magic’ Mitch took a little 
time out from his ‘Our love life 

is dead please can you resERECT it’  
workshop to give us his views of the past 
week.
“Firstly i’d like to congratulate my squad 
on putting in an amazing 90 minutes 
against Matt Rose’s Hell Hounds on 
Thursday. We knew if we didn’t put in 
100% we’d get turned over so i’m happy 
they showed a lot of Spunk in getting 
a flattering win. We also like to thank 
Tractor Boy for the smooth transaction 
of Arnold Muhren to our squad. We need 
a bit more depth (nowt is deep enough 
for my schlong !) in our Midfield and that 
Dutch Bitch will give us some interesting 
options in the coming weeks.

Sunday threw up a tough first leg 
against Mangatainoka F.C (twinned 
with Llanfairpwllgwy ngyllgogerychwyrn 
drobwllllantysiliogogogoch in Wales !) 
who proved to be extremely tough to 
break down, but thankfully we didn’t 
concede an away goal. Hats off and 
cocks out to their incredible kit ! They 
certainly have two very strong pink nosed 
teasers up front and it’ll definately add a 
few more bums on seats in Stadia around 
The League Supreme. Sorry for the lack 
of quiz material recently but my sexual 
advice book agreement has taken up a 
little time so here’s a quickie to wet your 
front buttocks.

Q) What three words used commonly 
by all stunning females is longer than 
Llanfairp wllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwl 
lllantysiliogogogoch Railway Station ?
A) Magic Mitch’s Cock !

Over n out you small tackled toddlers !
MM ;)

Other News

Yorke And Muhren Exit Portman Fortress

Other News

Gibson Gives Some 
Points To EggMofo

 Down By The Trent 0

 Wellington Wanderers 1

Possession: 51 - 49 (65-35) 
Chances: 4 - 6 (2-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Zacharias Barkworth  Doug Barrowcliff 
 
A goal eight minutes from time proved to 

be enough for Wellington Wanderers to 
grab all three points from Phil Jorys Down 
By The Trent.

The home side dominated possession 
in the first half but could not create and 
clear cut chances to make the break 
through. Both sides created a couple of 
first half chances but both went it 0-0.

Wellington got back into the match 
after the break and turned possession 
into chances and looked the more 
threatening. They were rewarded for 
their persistence with just eight minutes 
left on the clock when Nathan Doherty 

put Jeremie Gibson through to slot past 
Mellor in the Trent goal to give EggMofo 
a 1-0 victory and all three points.

“Back to........

...............square one in the snakes 
and ladders minefield of Div One” 
is what one intrepid reporter 

commented about DBTT’s loss at home 
to Welington.  Jory retorted “I’m not sure 
about the ladder but there was certainly a 
large snake writhing around in the 
clutches of a ginger groin at the Churchill 
Bars on Tuesday as MM “filled in” for the 
local pool team”

Division One Round-Up

Division One Round-Up
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Erotic Instructions:

Listen up bitches it’s that time again so 
give my words heed and it may make 
your life a better place with careful 
practice of the following tip from my large 
volume of pleasurely positions.

Climb onto a well-inflated raft in shallow 
water, and lie on your stomach with your 
butt and legs dangling over the edge. 
This is best done at your local swimming 
baths and preferably on a child free 
session. Although you may personally be 
‘doing lengths’ a ‘free swim’ night will give 

you the best possible space to perform.

Leave adequate space on the raft for 
a bottle of Spirit within easy reach of 
your master. Your better, more suffering, 
half could grab on to your thighs but 
really you should be supporting your 
feet by resting them on the edge of the 
pool therefore leaving him free for that 
ever important glass of Courvoisier 
held delicately in the preferred hand. 
This leaves the other free to deal a firm 
thwack to the cheek of his choice. When 
AND ONLY WHEN, he is ready attempt 
to push back onto him incredibly close for 
the deepest possible penetration being 
extra careful not to jog his glass. If your 
ass smarts from any firm slap that it has 
been dealt don’t forget to thank him and 
apologise as it might also have hurt his 
palm.

Carnal Challenge

Why you’ll Love It:

The Randy Raft delivers a double 
whammy. First, this position is similar to 
the way you lean over an ironing board 
so getting into the said position should 

be instant and comfortable therefore 
avoiding the normal dismissive attitude 
in trying something new. Plus, since 
you can’t see him, you aren’t able 
to anticipate his next move, which is 
surprisingly thrilling as you are unaware 
as to when the next welt to the ass may 
occur

As your man gets close to climaxing, 
have him lean 
forward so his 
chest is pressed 
against your 
back for an 
intimate skin-to-
skin finale. This 
also enables 
him to be heard 
more clearly 
when telling you 
what he wants 
for his supper.

The League Supreme Agony Uncle

Position Of The Week. No 2 
‘Randy Raft aka Brandy Raft ’

Comedy Corner

Comedy Corner
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The League Supreme Cup

The League Supreme Cup

The Super Blues put their league 
disappointments behind them as they 
trounced a Temple Town side in free-fall. 
Goals from Counago, Purse, Roscoe 
and an own-goal from Curado gave 
Darren Rices side a 4-0 1st leg lead and 
practically booked Super Blues place in 
the quarter-finals. Although they are the 
only side to have a 100% perfect start 
to the league, Westcountry Wanderers 
perfect start to the season came to a halt 
at Red Cauldron as the Red Machine 
turned the table upside down with a 3-0 
win. Logan, Bolam and Coutinho got the 
goals for Rob Couchs men. Another side 
that should be thorugh to the quart-final 
draw are Egloshayle Park. A Kinglsey 
Rickard hat-trick ensured Park beat Irish 
Raiders 3-0 at home.

A 2-0 home win could be enough for 
The Dark Destroyers. Anne Robinson 
headed in a 3rd minute opener and 
Dick Dastardly grabbed a second from 
the spot 3 minutes before the break to 
beat FC Wazzy. Down Under And Outs 
impressive start to the season continued 
as they beat The Perry Men, Andy 
Blackmoor grabbed a brace as DUAO 
went down 2-0 winners. Down By The 

Trent were the rounds only other winners. 
A 51st minute header from Derrick 
Sawyer was enough to take a 1-0 lead to 
Essex next week.

There were draws in the rounds final 
remaining two fixtures. Hell Hounds drew 
at home to Wellington Wanderers 1-1 
with the visitors taking a 25 minute lead 
through Murray, only for Gutierrez to 
equalise 7 minutes from time. Meanwhile 
Mangatainoka managed an admirable 0-0 
draw at table toppers Rising Deck.

Temple Town Disgrace
Complete rubbish, against a poor 
little team from a little town near 
Norwich! Change is needed or we 

will end end being relegated within two or 
three games, point of no return. Time to 
make changes immediately, or else little 
egg Shell shit may even beat me.

Mangi gets draw on the road

Mangatainoka manager was fairly 
happy to come away from today’s 
game with a draw. It would have 

been better with an away goal, but at 

least I’m still in the fixture 
when the deck comes to Tui 
park next Sunday. I think 
today’s choice of kit was a master stroke. 
I think it put the team off, but it certainly 
had the manager in all sorts of trouble.

3 Is The Magic Number

When asked about yesterdays cup 
encounter against  Westcountry 
Wanderers, it was easy to see a 

sparkle enter Couchy’s eye’s.

“What can I say, on Thursday we played 
like the ‘Dog And Duck’ pub team, but 
yesterday we were more like Barcelona. 
Westcountry Wanderers are THE team 
in form at the moment, with four straight 
wins in the league. The players put 
Thursday defeat behind them, and what a 
mouth watering game of football we gave 
our fans to enjoy. We played the classic 
game of keep-ball, with us having 63% of 
the possession.”

“I thoroughly enjoyed my pint of Skinners 
pale ale after the game.”

Response Was More Important

Park boss Mitchell today 
congratulated his Park side for 
their 3-0 Cup win at home to the 

champions and defended his decision to 
play at full-strength for the first time in 
their clubs history.

“After our slip-up in the league it was 
vital we got back to winning ways as 
soon as possible, I think 2 defeats in 
a row would have been tricky to come 
back from. Im pretty sure Raiders were 
not at full-strength and we may regret 
this later in the season when it comes to 
getting players experience up to 100%. 
Yesterday, I thought the result was more 
important than player experience and 
whether later in the season I will regret it, 
only time will tell” said Mitchell.

Blues Put League 
Woes Behind Them 
as Westcountry 
Are Beaten At Last

The League Supreme Cup - Last 16 Draw

The Dark Destroyers 2 - 0 FC Wazzy
The Rising Deck 0 - 0 Mangatainoka FC
Egloshayle Park FC 3 - 0 Irish Raiders
Hell Hounds 1 - 1 Wellington Wanderers
Red Machine FC 3 - 0 WestcountryWanderers
Super Blues 4 - 0 Temple Town
Down by the Trent 1 - 0 Essex Wanderers
Down Under And Out 2 - 0 The Perry Men
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Week 4 Results
Irish Raiders 3 - 0 (2 - 0) Red Machine FC
Egloshayle Park FC 0 - 3 (0 - 3) Down Under And Out
Essex Wanderers 2 - 2 (1 - 1) The Dark Destroyers
Temple Town 1 - 2 (0 - 0) WestcountryWanderers

Premiership Table P W D L Diff Pts
WestcountryWanderers 4 4 0 0 6 12
Down Under And Out 4 3 0 1 7 9
Irish Raiders 4 3 0 1 4 9
Egloshayle Park FC 4 2 1 1 -1 7
The Dark Destroyers 4 0 3 1 -2 3
Red Machine FC 4 1 0 3 -3 3
Essex Wanderers 4 0 1 3 -4 1
Temple Town 4 0 1 3 -7 1

Week 5 Fixtures
Down Under And Out - Irish Raiders
Red Machine FC - Essex Wanderers
WestcountryWanderers - The Dark Destroyers
Temple Town - Egloshayle Park FC

One To Watch
Down Under And Out - Irish Raiders
There is now a 3 point gap at the top. Its 2nd at home to 3rd 
and both will be desperate not to lose more ground on the 
suprise leaders.
LS Prediction: Score draw at Wookie Hole

Xpert 11 - Team Of The Week
Ben Windsor - Down Under And Out
Jasper Tete - Essex Wanderers
M Bushell - Irish Raiders
Cliff Hedger - WestcountryWand...
Vinnie Jones - The Dark Destr...
Alfie Horridge - Essex Wanderers
Simon Francis - Irish Raiders
Chesley Gellar - Down Under And Out
G Boardman - Down Under And Out
Sheldon Cole - Irish Raiders
Olívio Bonilha (C) - Down Under And Out
   
Manager - Agarrihy Irish Raiders 
  
 Top Scorers:
1 Ben Windsor F Down Under And Out 5
2 Diddy Hamilton MF Egloshayle Park FC 3
3 Jasper Tete F Essex Wanderers 2
 Seymour Conden F Irish Raiders 2
 Don Ashe MF WestcountryWanderers 2
 Marshall Bushell MF Irish Raiders 2
 Joaquín Rubiales MF Down Under And Out 2
 Ivanildo Graxas F WestcountryWanderers 2
 Sid Vicious F The Dark Destroyers 2

Week 4 Results
Down by the Trent 0 - 1 (0 - 0) Wellington Wanderers
The Perry Men 5 - 1 (2 - 1) Super Blues
FC Wazzy 2 - 2 (1 - 1) Mangatainoka FC
The Rising Deck 3 - 0 (1 - 0) Hell Hounds

Division One Table P W D L Diff Pts
The Rising Deck 4 3 0 1 5 9
The Perry Men 4 2 2 0 5 8
FC Wazzy 4 2 1 1 2 7
Hell Hounds 4 2 1 1 0 7
Wellington Wanderers 4 2 1 1 0 7
Mangatainoka FC 4 1 1 2 2 4
Down by the Trent 4 1 0 3 -3 3
Super Blues 4 0 0 4 -11 0

Week 5 Fixtures
FC Wazzy - The Perry Men
Mangatainoka FC - Wellington Wanderers
Super Blues - The Rising Deck
Hell Hounds - Down by the Trent

One To Watch
FC Wazzy - The Perry Men
Just like the Premiership its 2nd against 3rd. Although there is 
only 2 points seperating the top 5 neither side will want to lose 
this one.
LS Prediction: Perry Mens premiership experience wins.

Xpert 11 - Team Of The Week
F Timisescu - FC Wazzy
Rio Daltrey - The Perry Men
Robert Houdin (C) - The Rising Deck
V Cornacchini - The Perry Men
Z Barkworth  - Down by the Trent
Edmund Strachan - The Perry Men
Mikey Grainger - Down by the Trent
Benedict Bayley - FC Wazzy
Penn Jillette - The Rising Deck
Rory Estabrook - Mangatainoka FC
D Barrowcliff - Wellington Wand...
   
Manager - Eggmofo Wellington Wand... 
    
 Top Scorers:
1 Rio Daltrey F The Perry Men 4
2 Filimon Timisescu F FC Wazzy 3
3 Bill Westcroft MF Hell Hounds 2
 Edgar Meadows F Hell Hounds 2
 Patrício Salvador F The Perry Men 2
 Valeriano Cornacchini MF The Perry Men 2
 Jarred Ackroyd MF Mangatainoka FC 2
 Godfrey Smithies MF The Rising Deck 2
 David Blaine F The Rising Deck 2
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